
Chapter 3

PET Imaging Innovation by DOI Detectors

Taiga Yamaya

Abstract Positron emission tomography (PET) plays important roles in cancer

diagnosis, neuroimaging, and molecular imaging research. However potential

points remain for which big improvements could be made, including spatial reso-

lution, sensitivity, and manufacturing costs. Depth-of-interaction (DOI) measure-

ment in the radiation sensor will be a key technology to get any significant

improvement in sensitivity while maintaining high spatial resolution. We have

developed four-layered DOI detectors based on our original light-sharing method.

DOI measurement also has a potential to expand PET application fields because it

allows for more flexible detector arrangement. As an example, we are developing

the world’s first, open-type PET geometry, “OpenPET,” which is expected to lead

to PET imaging during treatment. The DOI detector itself continues to evolve with

the help of recently developed semiconductor photodetectors, often referred to as

silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs). We are developing a SiPM-based DOI detector

“X’tal cube” to achieve sub-mm spatial resolution, which is reaching the theoretical

limitation of PET imaging. Innovation of SiPMs encourages our development of

PET/MRI, which is attracting great notice in terms of smaller radiation exposure

and better contract in soft tissues compared with current PET/CT.
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3.1 Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) plays important roles in cancer diagnosis,

neuroimaging, and molecular imaging research, but potential points remain for

which big improvements could be made, including spatial resolution, sensitivity,

and manufacturing costs. For example, the sensitivity of present PET scanners does

not exceed 10 %. This means that more than 90 % of the gamma rays emitted from a

subject are not utilized for imaging. Therefore, research on next generation PET

technologies remains a hot topic worldwide.
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The Imaging Physics Team at National Institute of Radiological Sciences

(NIRS) has carried out basic studies on radiation detectors, data acquisition sys-

tems, image reconstruction algorithms, and data correction methods to improve

image quality and quantity in nuclear medicine as well as to explore innovative

systems.

A depth-of-interaction (DOI) detector, for which various methods have been

studied [1–7], will be a key device to get any significant improvement in sensitivity

while maintaining high spatial resolution (Fig. 3.1). In order to maintain enough

detection efficiency, the scintillation crystals should be 2–3 cm long. In conven-

tional detectors, the crystal thickness causes uncertainty in position identification,

which results in degraded spatial resolution at the peripheral area of a field-of-view.

On the other hand, DOI can reduce the parallax error while maintaining the

efficiency.

We have developed four-layered DOI detectors based on a light-sharing method

[8, 9]. One successful proof of concept was the “jPET” project, in which we

developed brain prototype PET with our DOI detectors; almost uniform spatial

resolution around 2 mm all over the field-of-view was obtained with iterative image

reconstruction with geometrically defined system matrix [10]. We have also

succeeded to upgrade the DOI detector to have better spatial resolution with

cheaper production costs: successful identification of 32� 32� 4 array of LYSO

crystals sized in 1.45� 1.45� 4.5 mm3 with a 64ch flat panel PMT (H8500,

Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Japan) [11], which has enabled Shimadzu’s new

products of positron emission mammography.

DOI measurement also has a potential to expand PET application fields because

it allows for more flexible detector arrangement. As an example, we are developing

the world’s first, open-type PET geometry, “OpenPET,” which is expected to lead

to PET imaging during treatment. In addition, flexible system design of OpenPET

Fig. 3.1 Comparison between a conventional PET detector (a) and our depth-of-interaction (DOI)

detector. The DOI detector (b) eliminates the parallax error, which is caused by the thickness of

crystals in conventional 2D detectors
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prototypes is enabling us to develop an innovative brain scanner “helmet-chin

PET.” The DOI detector itself continues to evolve with the help of recently

developed semiconductor photodetectors, often referred to as silicon photomul-

tipliers (SiPMs). We are developing a SiPM-based DOI detector “X’tal cube” to

achieve sub-mm spatial resolution, which is reaching the theoretical limitation of

PET imaging. Innovation of SiPMs encourages our development of PET/MRI,

which is attracting great notice in terms of smaller radiation exposure and better

contract in soft tissues compared with current PET/CT. By using our SiPM-based

DOI detectors, we are developing a novel, high-performance, and low-cost brain

PET/MRI to meet demands for earlier diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. The key

concept is a RF coil with DOI PET detectors, which has a potential to upgrade any

existing MRI to PET/MRI. In this paper, an overview of above developments is

shown.

3.2 The OpenPET: A Future PET for Therapy Imaging

OpenPET is our original idea to realize the world’s first open-type 3D PET scanner

for PET-image guided particle therapy such as in situ dose verification and direct

tumor tracking. The principal of dose verification for particle therapy is based on

the measurement of positron emitters which are produced through fragmentation

reactions caused by proton or 12C ion irradiation. Even with a full-ring geometry,

the OpenPET has an open gap between its two detector rings through which the

treatment beam passes, while conventional positron cameras applied to particle

therapy imaging have been basically limited to planar imaging with lower detection

efficiency [12–14]. Following our initial proposal of the dual-ring OpenPET

(DROP) in 2008 (Fig. 3.2a) [15], we developed a small prototype in 2010 to

show a proof of concept (Fig. 3.2b) [16]. In 2011, we also proposed the single-

ring OpenPET (SROP), which is more efficient than DROP in terms of manufactur-

ing cost and sensitivity [17]. We developed two small SROP prototypes in 2012 and

2013 (Fig. 3.2d, e) [18, 19], and we succeeded in visualizing a 3D distribution of

beam stopping positions inside a phantom with the help of radioactive beams (11C

beam and 10C beam) used as primary beams (Fig. 3.2f) [20]. Following these good

results, in 2014, we have finally developed a whole-body prototype of DROP

(Fig. 3.2g) [21].

The key technology which enabled OpenPET is our original, four-layered DOI

detector. In order to measure radiations from the limited activity produced though

fragmentation reactions, Zr-doped GSO (GSOZ), which contains less natural radio-

activity, was chosen for the scintillators instead of Lu-based scintillators although

timing performance was compromised. In order to compensate for the limited light

yield, on the other hand, we used 64-channel, flat-panel PMTs with a super-bialkali

photocathode (Hamamatsu R10552-100-M64), which had a 30 % higher quantum

efficiency [22]. In order to enable stable in-beam PET measurement even under

high background radiations, voltage divider circuits were designed so as to have
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five times higher linearity. In order to avoid severe radiation damage, in addition,

gain control ASICs were not implemented in the front-end circuits, and position

analyzer circuits were placed with a 15-m cable extension. A data acquisition

system was developed based on the single events collection.

The prototype consisted of two detector rings, and each detector ring had two

subrings of 40 detectors. Each detector consisted of 16� 16� 4 array of GSOZ

(2.8� 2.8� 7.5 mm3). The portable gantry had a compact design; each detector

ring had a 940 mm outer diameter and 171 mm thickness for the detector inner bore

of 640 mm diameter and 113 mm thickness.

3.3 The Helmet-Chin PET for Super High-Sensitive Brain

Imaging

For a potential demand for brain molecular imaging, prototypes of brain dedicated

PET scanners have been developed. However all previous developments are based

on a cylindrical geometry [3, 10, 23–25], which is not the most efficient for brain

imaging. Making the detector ring as small as possible is essential in PET, because

sensitivity can be increased with a limited number of detectors. With appropriate

DOI detectors, which reduce the parallax error caused by the thickness of the

scintillators, spatial resolution can be maintained, or even improved by reducing

Fig. 3.2 Conceptual sketches and prototypes of the OpenPET geometries: the dual-ring OpenPET

(DROP) (a–b) and the single-ring OpenPET (c–e). Following proofs-of-concept of in-beam

imaging (f), a whole-body DROP was developed (g)
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the angular deviation effect. Therefore, we developed the world’s first helmet-chin

PET, in which DOI detectors are arranged to form a hemisphere, for compact, high-

sensitivity, high-resolution, and low-cost PET imaging [26, 27].

Our basic idea relies on the evidence that the average sensitivity of a hemisphere

PET is about 1.5-times higher than that of a cylinder PET of the same radius and

height, while surface area is the same for both geometries (Fig. 3.3a, b). In addition,

use of 12 % more detectors for “chin detectors,” which are placed like a chin strap,

improves sensitivity especially at the central area (Fig. 3.3c). In the prototype,

47 block detectors were used to form a hemisphere of 25 cm inner diameter and

50 cm outer diameter, and seven block detectors were used for the chin strap

(Fig. 3.3d). The total number of detectors was about only 1/5 of that to be used in

whole body PET. Each detector block was a four-layered DOI detector, which

consisted of 1024 Zr-doped GSO crystals (2.8 mm� 2.8 mm� 7.5 mm) and a high-

sensitivity type of 64-channel flat-panel PMT. The data acquisition system was

Fig. 3.3 Comparison between a conventional cylinder PET (a) and the proposed helmet-chin PET

(b, c); the hemisphere detector arrangement obtains 1.5 times higher sensitivity, and adding only

12 % more detectors gets three times higher sensitivity at the central area. A prototype of the

helmet-chin PET (d) succeeded in obtaining excellent sensitivity and resolution performance (e)
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developed based on single event collection. An iterative reconstruction method

with detector modeling was applied.

Measured sensitivity was 5 % at the cerebellum region and 10 % at the parietal

region for a standard 400–600 keV energy window. Averaged FWHM of point

sources was 3.0 mm (FBP) and 1.4 mm (iterative) (Fig. 3.3e).

3.4 The X’tal Cube: 0.8 mm Isotropic Resolution, a World

Record

X’tal (crystal) cube is a future DOI detector we are developing. SiPMs, multi-pixel

photon counters (MPPCs), are coupled on all sides of a scintillation crystal block,

which is segmented into a 3D array of cubes [28] (Fig. 3.4a). Crystal segmentation

is made by irradiating a laser to a monolithic crystal (Fig. 3.4b) [29]. No reflector is

inserted into the crystal block so that scintillation light originating in one of the

cubic segment spreads 3-dimensionally and distributes among all MPPCs on the

crystal block. In 2012, we achieved 1-mm cubic resolution with 18� 18� 18

segments made by 3D laser processing (Fig. 3.4c, d) [30, 31]. In the last year, we

succeeded in identifying (0.8 mm)3 crystal segments, which is a world record [32].

Fig. 3.4 Conceptual sketch of the X’tal cube (a) and a prototype X’tal cube detector (c) with a

monolithic crystal block segmented by the 3D laser processing (b). A flood histogram shows

position identification performance of 18� 18� 18 array of 1 mm3 crystal segments (d)
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3.5 The Add-On PET: A PET Insert to Upgrade Existing

MRI to PET/MRI

One of the major innovations made in recent years is combined PET/MRI

(Fig. 3.5a) [33–46], but utilization of DOI measurement in PET detectors has not

been studied well. DOI measurement, which allows for use of a smaller detector

ring, is essential for PET in order to exploit the excellent potentials of PET imaging

in terms of improved spatial resolution and sensitivity as well as reduced production

costs of PET instrument. Therefore we proposed a new combined PET/MRI that

makes full use of DOI measurement (Fig. 3.5b) [47, 48].

In order to make a PET detector ring as small as possible while placing

electronic parts such as photodetectors and front-end circuits outside of a RF coil,

PET detector modules were placed between spokes of the birdcage RF coil

(Fig. 3.5c). For each detector module, electronic parts were covered with a Cu

shielding box with a hole in front of the photodetectors, and scintillators were

sticking out of the shielding box to allow their placement inside of the birdcage coil

(Fig. 3.5e). In theory, the proposed birdcage coil integrated with PET detectors can

be applied to any existing MRI as an additional choice of RF coils. For a proof of

Fig. 3.5 Concept comparison between conventional PET/MRI (a) and the proposed add-on

PET/MRI (b). A prototype (c, d) combined with DOI detector modules (e) was applied to 3T

MRI (f) to demonstrate simultaneous PET/MRI imaging (g)
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concept, we developed a full-ring prototype (four-layered arrays of 2.0 mm-LYSO

with MPPCs) (Fig. 3.5d), which was applied to a 3T MRI (MAGNETOM Verio,

Siemens) (Fig. 3.5f).

After evaluating interference between PET and MRI, no undesirable effect was

seen in the PET imaging in terms of energy resolution and position identification.

While a uniform static magnetic field was obtained, about a 20 % decrease in

signal-to-noise ratio was observed in MR images; we suspected this was due to

noise contamination from outside the MRI room. Although further optimization is

required for shielding, we demonstrated a proof of concept of the proposed head

coil with DOI PET detectors (Fig. 3.5g).

3.6 Conclusions

In PET, DOI measurement is a key technology to get significant improvement in

sensitivity while maintaining high spatial resolution. DOI measurement also has a

potential to expand PET application fields because it allows for more flexible

detector arrangement. In this paper, two current developments, the OpenPET

toward PET-image guided particle therapy and the helmet-chin PET for high-

sensitive brain imaging, were shown. Current development status of the next-

generation DOI detector X’tal cube, which uses SiPMs as a photosensor, was also

described. SiPM-based DOI detector enabled the add-on PET, which is a PET insert

having a potential to upgrade existing MRI to PET/MRI.
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